
INFOCLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Jeniffer & Allen Dingson:

Trustworthy, professional, efficient, knowledgeable, most importantly NOT PUSHY...these are the important
qualities we were looking for in a realtor. Ron had these plus more. In a couple of days after Ron listed our
property, we had thousands of hits from different sites; over a hundred of Zillow users "favorited" in 4 days
around holiday season. We sold our house on our target date and simultaneously closed escrow with our new
home which was really amazing considering we had a special kind of loan. Ron kept us posted throughout
the process - one thing we did not have when we bought our first home.

We only had a few days to look for our new home after we accepted an offer in our first home. We talked to
Ron about making an offer to a property that had 2 major water damage issues and we are so glad that Ron
discouraged us from doing so. He listened to our reasons; he told us his experience. That's how we knew that
Ron is not just in for the commission, he genuinely cares for his clients. Together we kept looking and found
our new home that perfectly fits our needs.

Ron had all the answers to our questions; it didn't matter if it was in the middle of the night - he responds
right away! If he's ever unsure of his answer, he would go to the right person to verify including lawyers,
BRE, loan officer, etc. He will not stop with what he thinks, he made sure he gave us the correct info.

Ron gave us his time, even if it was a very important day for him and his loved ones. We can testify to this!!
Ron is not your typical kind of realtor agent. He went above and beyond to make things happen for us. And in
the end, we are now "friends and family"!

It was such a pleasure working with you, Ron.

Please don't retire until our daughter buys her first home.

People like you are hard to find.

Sean & Stephanie Eagle:

Our experience was very enjoyable as first time home buyers and our shopping process was a
breeze! Needless to say, Ron was a great representative of us and spoke with confidence in the whole
process. He was very knowledgeable on the details and contracts... and was also there for us when we had
any questions. Ron gave us his honest opinion about the home making us feel like we were family and he was
truly interested in our investment. We truly had a great experience and plan to continue our relationship
with hopefully more properties in the future!
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Vicki & Dan Eagleman:

I'd like to take a minute to brag on our friend and realtor, Ron Ferrieri! We had many friends/acquaintances
reach out to get our listing but Ron was the only one that consistently followed up. I admit it - it was our first
time selling a home, so we were a hard sell, but Ron patiently answered our endless questions with patience
and professionalism. Emptying our house of just about everything we owned was time-consuming...and
difficult! Ron had suggestions and solutions at every turn that helped in the process. Actually, that's kind of
an understatement. Ron was a ROCKSTAR!! Seriously -- he went above and beyond what we ever anticipated
or expected. He helped spruce the house up and helped Dan on a dump run or two, plus moved a lot of junk
to help consolidate things for Dan. With us being out of state, a lot of things fell to Ron and he handled them
like a champ! I'm convinced open houses for multiple weekends and marketing our home strategically on
many different sites was key to its sale. Ron was open to my suggestions, but also explained why he did
things the way he did to where I ended up agreeing with him. While I would have loved to put in new carpet/
flooring, Dan and I settled on just having the interior painted. We knew some people would try to lowball us
for the flooring, but we priced the house fairly, with Ron's guidance. Guess what? Ron negotiated above our
asking price with us not having to pay for many things the other offers wanted. He prequalified the buyers.
That man knows how to read a contract and make sure it's done correctly, too! (Side note: the number of
contracts that were presented with errors were shocking to me.) With our home, Ron even had to deal with a
first - a break in. Yep, the first week we were in Texas, we had a call from Ron that a realtor called to report
that when showing our home, the back patio door was broken by way of a rock through the glass and other
vandalism. Ron stayed at our home, reported the crime to the police, worked with our friend to temporarily
board up the home. He got the estimate for the new door and was there for the install...and stayed late for
the new cleaning crew that had to come clean everything up. He put up temporary blinds, too, so we
wouldn't have a repeat and put locks on the gates. Basically, he entirely took the headache out of a royal pain
in the rear! If you are in OC/IE and looking to sell your home, we highly recommend Ron. Please consider
interviewing him. I think you'll be impressed - pinky swear!

Pamela Maholick & Family:

We decided to have Ron Ferrieri help sell our family home after an unexpected death in the family. As an out
of state executor of the family estate, I had no knowledge of California Real Estate proceedings. Ron was
extremely sensitive and very professional as he guided us though these hard times. He always checked in
and kept us up to date on the progress. Ron is not only an excellent Real Estate Agent, but we now consider
him a friend. Oh, and I don't want to leave out how Ron SOLD the property at our first OPEN HOUSE! We
also sold with the highest market value in years! Best of the Best-Forget the Rest ~ Thanks Ron!
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Lorena Martinez & Eliseo Mares:

I can't express how much I appreciate everything you did for us. From the very beginning to the end you
went above and beyond for us. You always answered all my questions, my phone calls, text messages, and
late night emails. Thank you for being there throughout the whole process looking out for our best interest.
As 1st time home buyers it is very overwhelming not knowing if we're doing the right thing, but you were
very patient and explained everything. I will definitely recommend you to friends and family. Thank you for
helping our American dream come true! We will definitely keep in touch.

Chase & Tiffany Michelotti:

Every morning when I wake up, it only takes a look outside to remind me how much I love where I live! I will
always be grateful how my realtor, Ron Ferrieri, worked so hard to get us this house. #forevergrateful

Yolo Tarut & Javier Curiel:

We were first time home buyers and Mr. Ferrieri was very attentive to our needs at all times, super organized
to help us narrow down our home search. He is a very professional real estate agent, very knowledgeable
and detail oriented. We highly recommend his services as a realtor. We decided to work with him because of
his evident expertise in the area. Ronald Ferrieri is a great listener who enables you to feel confident about
your buying process from the start to the end.

Brent Marker:

My family and I have wanted to move to Southern California for a couple of years now. It hasn't happened
yet, due to a lack of a job transfer on my behalf. We began to look anyway and educate ourselves. I simply
ran across Ron by chance at one of the first houses we looked at. After talking with Ron for 1/2 hour, I knew
Ron was my agent if ever my dream came true. I felt relaxed with him, I could see he knew his business, but
most importantly, he listened. He wasn't focused on just a sale, he wanted to be sure it would be a home we
loved! He took the time to learn about us and understand what we were looking for, even if we were unsure.
Ron never gave up on us, even though more than a year later, no transfer and we began to loose hope. Ron
and I are now friends, went to a hockey game together and still text as I cheer on my Blackhawks and Ron
the Kings (his only fault :) . I feel bad that I was never able to give Ron business yet, he just says " don't
worry, the moon and stars will align someday". I would not hesitate to recommend Ron to anyone if they
want a relaxed real estate transaction whether buying or selling with someone they can trust and count on,
even after closing.
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